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WEE1 TACTICAL at the 2023 SHOT Show® in Las Vegas 
 

WEE1 TACTICAL will be at the 2023 SHOT Show® this January and will be joining an incredible list of more than 2,000 

exhibits at The Venetian Expo and Caesars Forum in Las Vegas. 

We are excited to have the JR-15 .22 Long Rifle this year! The JR-15 is the first in a line of shooting platforms that will 

assist families in safely passing on the proud American tradition of responsible gun ownership to the next generation 

of recreational shooting and hunting enthusiasts. 

Since our nation’s founding, families have passed on a love for hunting and shooting sports from one generation to 

another. Parents and guardians wishing to preserve this tradition have taken the responsibility for introducing new 

shooters to the safe, responsible use of firearms. The JR-15, a .22 long rifle, is designed to facilitate that, making the 

first shooting experiences safe and instructive. 

The JR-15 functions like a modern sporting rifle, however and most importantly its small size, lightweight & rugged 

polymer construction and ergonomics are geared towards smaller enthusiasts. Additionally, its single shot capable with 

a one round magazine, The JR-15 is accessory ready with picatinny, M-LOK handguard, and seven position adjustable 

buttstock. We believe that with proper mentorship this platform will build confidence and teach responsibility. 

Safety was so much at the forefront of our thought process that we developed and patented a tamper resistant safety 

that puts the adult in control of the firearms safety switch. The switch itself requires strength and dexterity to release. 

When this is engaged, the standard safety switch on the rifle cannot be released. Thus, adding a level of safety found 

on no other firearm of any size. 

We believe we have built a truly unique shooting platform that a Parent or Coach can safely use to teach a new shooter. 

Please find the JR-15 Specifications below: 
 

Size 27 7/8 Collapsed / 30 7/8 Extended 
Weight Approx. 2lbs 

Safety Patented Tamper Resistant 

Lower Polymer 

Upper Polymer 

Trigger Mini Mil-Spec 

Barrel 16” 

Sight No Sight Included / Red Dot Recommended 

Magazine: 1rd, 5rd, 10rd, ships with single rd mag 

 
PATENTED SAFETY, MADE IN USA 
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